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a few hours, the smoke of the City Lord’s Mansion has disappeared. 

In the main hall, the exquisite jade and gold table was moved up, and all kinds of feasts made by the 

back kitchen were also perfectly placed on the top, which was quite a gluttonous feast scene. 

“George Han was able to have such a perfect meal of decapitation wine and meal before he died. It’s not 

a waste of life.” Ye Shijun looked at the various delicious meals on the table and laughed softly for a 

while. 

That’s right, such a top-quality feast is already the highest scale that can be achieved so far in this city. 

George Han’s treatment on this is, at least for now, sufficient and high-end. 

Zhu Yanshuo smiled slightly, then raised his eyes and looked outside the hall. 

The night has come again, which means that the battle on the front line has lasted a whole day, which 

also means that the delay tactics of the front line troops have been brought to the extreme. 

“It seems that the cannon fodders in front have almost died. The battle over there is almost over.” He 

said. 

A group of executives also looked to the front line. 

“Yeah, it seems that it’s almost over.” The 

night has come, the fire has stopped, the explosion has stopped, and everything is tending to be quiet. 

“What do you think George Han is like at this time?” Someone asked. 

“If it is an ordinary person, I believe that under such a flanking attack, let alone persisting until now, I am 

afraid that he will be smashed to pieces by noon. But he is George Han, a magical and strange guy. In 

just a few fights, he He has already proved many things with his performance that defies the sky. So, 

now, I will definitely not despise him, he must still be alive.” 

“The power of this son is really hard to fathom, and I agree with this view. However, I believe that even 

if George Han is strong and perverted, his two fists are no match for four. If the front line is victorious, 

he must almost collapse to death. To be honest, if he can come to the City Lord’s Mansion, I have 

already respected him George Han is a great man.” 

“Yes, if he can go this far . , I will really let him go to the banquet first without hurting him in the 

slightest.” 

Ming Yu glanced outside the hall lightly, and slowly opened his mouth: “He is not as ignorant as you 

think, he will not only come here. , and, at least he still has the strength to fight. He can’t relax.” 

“Could he be made of steel and beaten with iron? After a whole day of super attrition, can he still have 

the strength to fight here?” 

“Yeah . , No matter how strong he is, he won’t be so strong, right?” 

“Is this a bit alarmist?” A group of people raised 



doubts when they heard Ming Yu’s remarks. 

On the other hand, Ming Yu sneered softly: “You still know too little about George Han. He not only has 

the power to fight, but if he doesn’t dispatch at least 100 masters, he can’t help him.” 

Only those who have experienced George Han’s big scenes Only people will understand how terrifying 

the explosive power that George Han hides in the body, and only then will they know how many lives 

George Han has. 

Mingyu, she has seen it! 

Back then, in the valley bottom of the frontier town, a group of demon monks almost killed George Han 

completely, and he was able to turn the sky against the sky. Is there anything in this world that he 

couldn’t do? ! 

“I want to eat rice, but he also needs to be guarded. Anything that is taken lightly on George Han will be 

a fatal blow. The battle on the front line has stopped. I believe George Han will arrive. .” 

“Yes!” 

Several commanders took orders and quickly retreated. 

Ye Shijun glanced at the Fuye Zhong executives behind him, and they nodded quickly, and went down to 

set up their own defenses. 

Soon, the hall became quiet again, Ming Yu turned around slightly and sat back as the city lord. Ye Shijun 

and Zhu Yanshuo also sat next to him, and then, as everyone sat down, the hall was like a super hall. 

Mighty and serious waiting for something. 

At this time, the gate of the city lord’s mansion slowly fell down with a loud bang, and a figure also 

appeared there. 

Naturally, it was George Han! 
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the slight night, George Han is like a demon slaughtering people. 

The blood has long been wet, and the eyes have long been blood red to the extreme. 

Although the Linlong and Evil Taotie who followed him were almost collapsed, George Han himself was 

mad to kill. 

As the door weighing 10,000 kilograms was overturned, the more than 30 soldiers guarding the door 

looked at him in fear. Although they were holding a long spear at George Han, their bodies 

subconsciously retreated again and again. 

“If you don’t want to die, get away.” George Han drank coldly. 

But with this drink, more than 30 soldiers were directly frightened, broke through the last line of 

defense, threw their weapons on the ground, turned around and started running. 



The little soldier, George Han didn’t take it seriously at all, he moved slightly, and walked slowly towards 

the City Lord’s Palace. 

A large number of soldiers rushed over after hearing the sound, but it was ridiculous that even though 

there were a large number of them, no one dared to act first at this moment. Knife, look and retreat… 

George Han didn’t care about this group of rabble at all, and he didn’t even want to take a second 

glance. Looking ahead, he strode straight towards the main hall like a meteor. 

The city lord’s mansion is very large, and the distance from the main gate to the hall is several 

kilometers, but it is such a long road, even if you go all the way, the soldiers around you will gather more 

and more. 

but! 

Still no one dares to come forward! 

It was not until George Han completely came to force under the hall that the soldiers finally gathered up 

their courage and forcibly stopped in front of George Han. 

At this time, the number of this group of people has reached nearly a thousand people. Looking around, 

it is densely packed. 

“What? Do you want to die?” George Han laughed coldly. 

Linlong shouted angrily: “Whoever stands in my way, die!” 

When the words fell, the soldiers at the forefront suddenly shivered in fright. 

However, if the enemy is allowed to enter the temple, they are equally punished by death, and there is 

no way to retreat. 

A group of soldiers looked at each other, their hearts were crossed, and they were about to start the 

room, but behind them, there was a leisurely shout from the door of the main hall. 

“Elder Shenlong has an order, please George Han enter the hall, no one can stop it, and those who 

violate the order will be killed!” 

As soon as this sound came out, Linlong swore that it was the first time in his life that he saw such a war 

of swords and arrows. The collective voice of the enemy army growled out of anger. 

To prevent Buddha, they have unloaded a huge burden. 

In fact, it’s very real, no one is willing to give his life directly in front of this kind of enemy, and now there 

is a sudden order not to attack, this group of people is naturally very happy. 

Hehe, those who still violate the order, beheaded, even if they don’t, no one of them is willing to do it, 

otherwise, they would not have waited until now. 

After the soldiers who blocked George Han quickly and consciously gave way, George Han sneered and 

walked towards the hall. 



In the hall, everyone has been waiting for a long time, and many people have already prepared their 

hearts. 

But when George Han actually appeared in the hall, the construction in their hearts completely 

collapsed, and they couldn’t help trembling. 

“Crack, drip, crack, drip!” 

With every step, dripping blood would drip from George Han’s body onto the floor in the hall. 

The sound was small, but it was equally harsh at this time. 

Looking at the blood on George Han’s body, it was even more shocking to the people present, and the 

liver and gallbladder were injured. 

“George Han, hello.” Ming Yu got up slightly and looked at George Han with a faint smile on his face. 

George Han smiled coldly: “It seems that you expected me to arrive here.” Then, he glanced at the jade 

table in the center in front of him: “You even prepared a banquet for me in advance?” 

“Kill It’s obviously not something that ordinary people can do to get out of such a procrastination-based 

siege, but for George Han, it’s actually impossible to think about him with ordinary people’s thinking, 

right?” Ming Yu said with a smile: “I Not only do I believe that you will come here, but I also believe that 

with your current ability, you can even easily remove the head of anyone present.” 

“How is it? Are you satisfied with the gluttonous feast I prepared for you?” Rain slowly walked towards 

George Han. 

But just when she took two steps, an accident happened.. 

 


